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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
‘d 

Solutions To Environmental Problems, Inc. (STEP) was contracted by the US .  Army Corps of Engineers, 

Mobile District, to perform a removal action at LaGarde Park in Anniston, Alabama. The removal action 

included the excavation and off-site disposal of low-level radioactive waste (LLRW), 

confirmatiodclosure sampling, transportation and disposal of radioactive wastes, and restoration of the 

site. This report describes the activities conducted during the removal action, the results of the laboratory 

analyses of samples collected from the excavations, and recommendations for hture activities at the site. 

Initial Site Investigation 

In February 2003, STEP performed a site investigation (characterization survey) that included a surficial 

site radiation survey, surface and subsurface soil sampling, and vegetation sampling of areas identified 

with radiological contamination. Based on the results of the site investigation, STEP proposed a 

Comprehensive Environmental Response Compensation and Liability Act (CERCLA) Time Critical 

Removal Action (TCRA) to excavate and dispose of the soil and debris at the site contaminated with 

cesium-1 37 

Nuclear Regulatory Commission residential surface soil screening levels and areas three times the 

background radiation count of 6,040 counts per minute (cpm) were planned for removal. 

and cobalt-60 (Co60). For the removal action, contaminated areas exceeding the 

u 

Time Critical Removal Action 

In September 2003, STEP mobilized to the site to conduct the CERCLA TCRA to excavate and dispose 

of the contaminated soil and debris located at the site. Based on the site investigation, the estimated 

volume of contaminated soil to be removed was approximately 30 cubic yards. As the removal action 

progressed, some of the areas had higher radiation levels below the ground than at the surface. 

Excavation continued until the available project funding for removal and disposal was expended. During 

this removal action, a total of 170 cubic yards of contaminated soil was removed and shipped off site for 

disposal. The presence of radioactive contamination beneath the ground surface and the unexpected 

lateral extent of contamination indicated that the conceptual model of discreet surface radiation sources 

was inaccurate. Therefore, based on the unexpected volume of contaminated material, the presence of 

radioactive Contamination at depth, and the possibility that this site corresponded to the former 

“Rattlesnake Gulch” laboratory site, a CERCLA Expanded Site Investigation (ESI)/Remedial 

Investigation (RI) was recommended to fully define the lateral and vertical extent of the contamination. .d 
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The site conceptual model was revised to indicate that the residual radioactive material was left when the 

former “Rattlesnake Gulch” laboratory building was removed prior to 1971. d 

Expanded Site Investigation/RemediaI Investigation 

STEP personnel mobilized to the site on July 12,2004, to conduct the CERCLA ESI/RI. The results of 

the ESI/RI were used to determine whether an additional interim removal action was necessary to move 

the site to “no-further-action” status required for closure of the site. The ESI/RI activities included 

conducting a surficial site radiation survey, establishing a regular grid array over the site, sampling 

surface and subsurface soil, and performing downhole (subsurface) radiation screening. 

The surficial radiological survey identified an area roughly 65 feet by 95 feet in the western end of the 

fenced area that exceeded 9,900 cpm. Based on an examination of historical aerial photographs, this area 

corresponded to the location of the former “Rattlesnake Gulch” laboratory. 

The material from the Rattlesnake Gulch laboratory was reportedly transported to the burial mound at 

Rideout Field, Pelham Range, Area 24C at Fort McClellan for disposal. Derived Cleanup Guideline 

Levels (DCGLs) were developed during the remediation and decommissioning process for the Pelham 

Range Burial Mound [Burial Mozind Decommissioning Plan, Appendix 6 - Development of Derived 

Cleanup Guidelines for the Pelham Range “Burial Mound ”, Allied Technology Group, (September 

1999)l. The DCGL process evaluated receptor exposures for different land-use scenarios. The land use 

scenario that was judged to produce the greatest exposure potential was the residential scenario with 

backyard garden and cow. This scenario was used to evaluate the exposures from unrestricted release at 

the site. The soil concentrations that would not exceed the 25 millirem per year allowable exposure limit 

for Co60 and C S ’ ~ ~  were found to be: 

w 

2.3 picocuries per gram (pCi/g) for Co60 (Resulting Risk 6 X 10”) and 

9.2 pCi/g for C S ’ ~ ~  (Resulting Risk 9 X lo”). 

Because the contaminants were identical and the same exposure scenario applied to both sites, the DCGLs 

developed for the Pelham Range Burial Mound, were selected for the purposes of evaluating the soil 

concentrations at the LaGarde Park site. The analytical results for the soil samples collected at the 

LaGarde Park site were compared to the DCGLs of 9.2 pCi/g for C S ’ ~ ~  and 2.3 pCi/g for Co60. 

ES-2 
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A regular grid array (grid nodes spaced at 25-foot intervals) was established at the site. Surface and 

subsurface soil samples were collected at selected grid nodes to determine the extent of surface and 

subsurface radiological contamination. Continuous soil cores were collected at each sampling location 

and scanned using a gamma scintillater probe. Soil samples for laboratory analyses were collected at the 

surface in each boring and a biased soil sample was collected at the corresponding depth in each boring 

where the highest gamma measurement was recorded in the downhole radiation scan. If the gamma 

measurements along the boring were uniform, then a soil sample was collected at the bottom of the hole. 

Laboratory analyses consisted of isotopic analyses for C S ' ~ ~  and Co6'. None of the soil samples collected 

during the ESI/RI had concentrations exceeding the corresponding DCGLs for C S ' ~ ~  or Co". 

'd 

A downhole radiation scan was performed in each of the borings. A gamma spectrum was collected at 

the depth exhibiting the highest gross gamma count to provide a real time determination of the nature of 

any elevated measurements observed in the borehole. No discernible activity indicating the presence of 

C S ' ~ ~  could be identified in these spectra or in the raw data curves provided by the analytical laboratory. 

A comparison of the raw data curves to the incremental gamma log of the boreholes indicated that the 

elevated gamma readings tended to occur when radium-226 and/or radium-228 were above 1 pCi/g. 

Therefore, the elevated gamma measurements encountered downhole were attributable to naturally 

4 occurring radium isotopes. 

Based on the results of the surface radiation scan and surface soil analytical data collected during the 

ESI/RI, the CERCLA TCRA had reduced the overall surface concentrations of Co" and C S ' ~ ~  below the 

corresponding DCGLs. No further action was proposed for the surface soils at the site. 

Based on the results of the confirmatory samples colIected during the CERCLA TCRA and the subsurface 

soil samples and downhole radiation scans conducted during the ESURI, only two areas of subsurface 

contamination remained. The ESI/RI proposed an additional interim removal action to address these two 

areas. The first area corresponded to the location of confirmatory soil sample LPRAl8 (40.3 pCi/g C S ' ~ ~ )  

from the initial removal action and measured roughly 10 feet by 10 feet to a maximum depth of 6 feet 

below ground surface (bgs). The second area corresponded to the location of confirmatory soil sample 

LPRAl6 (1 13 pCi/g Cs133 from the initial removal action and measured roughly 10 feet by 10 feet to a 

maximum depth of 12 to 15 feet bgs. 
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Final Interim Removal Action 

STEP personnel mobilized to the site on March 28,2005, to conduct the recommended final interim 

removal action. A radiological control technician (RCT) from Auxier & Associates, Inc. of Knoxville, 

Tennessee, was on site during all activities. 

-’ 

Excavation 

An unexploded ordnance (UXO) technician from EOD Technologies, Inc. of Lenoir City, Tennessee, 

scanned the work areas with a magnetometer prior to any intrusive activities. No magnetic anomalies 

were identified that indicated the presence of UXO. The UXO technician remained on site throughout the 

field activities. 

The first area excavated corresponded to the location of confirmatory soil sample LPRA 1 8 from the 

CERCLA TCRA. As the area was excavated, each bucket of dirt removed was laid out in a thin layer 

adjacent to the excavation and scanned by the RCT using a portable survey instrument. The RCT slowly 

moved the gamma-ray scintillation probe over the excavated dirt as near as practical to the ground 

surface. When soil in the scanned area was at or above background count of 7,000 cpm, the suspected 

soil was removed by the excavator, placed in the bucket of a skid steer loader and deposited in a metal 

LLRW container (B-25 box) for off-site disposal. The area of the soil pile was then re-scanned for 

contamination. This process was repeated until excavation was completed. The final dimensions of the 

excavation for the first area were 18 feet (east to west) by 16 feet (north to south) by 7 feet deep. 

Radiation screening identified two skid steer buckets of contaminated soil that were removed from the 

excavated soil and placed in an LLRW container for off-site disposal. 

L’ 

The second excavation area corresponded to the location of confirmatory soil sample LPRAl6 from the 

TCRA. During initial excavation, radiation screening was conducted using the scanning method 

described above for Area 1. Plastic sheeting (left in place to mark the excavation bottom from the 

previous removal action) was encountered at 8 feet bgs. As potentially contaminated soil and the 

surrounding backfill were removed, a radiation scan was conducted on the removed material while it was 

still in the excavator bucket. If no contamination was observed, the excavated materia1 was spread and 

scanned as described above for Area 1. If elevated counts (ie., equal to or greater than the background of 

7,000 cpm) were observed in the bucket, the material was placed directly into the LLRW container. The 

first bucket of the material beneath the plastic had radiation counts as high as 60,000 cpm (approximately 
d 
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8.5 times the background count of 7,000 cpm) and was deposited directly into the LLRW container. 

Successive buckets were scanned as they were removed from the excavation, and buckets of soil that had 

elevated gamma counts (Le., equal to or greater than the background count of 7,000 cpm) were deposited 

directly into the LLRW container. Excavation continued until all previously disturbed material had been 

removed and undisturbed material was encountered in the base of the excavation and on the north, east, 

and west sidewalls. The south wall of the excavation showed disturbed material to a depth of 8 to 10 feet 

bgs indicating the actual total depth of the excavation from the CERCLA TCRA. The final dimensions of 

the second excavation were 13 feet (east to west) by 10 feet (north to south) by 10 feet deep. Radiation 

screening identified approximately 4 cubic yards of contaminated soil and material that was placed in the 

LLRW containers for off site disposal. 

4 

Radiation Scanning 

When excavation was complete in each area, a radiological scan of the base and sidewalls of the 

excavation was conducted. To eliminate interference from background radiation and to focus the 

“viewing” area of the radiological scanning instrument, the RCT placed the instrument in a lead shield 

with a directional opening (orifice). The shielding reduced background radiation levels and allowed the 

scan to pinpoint the locations of measurements. The lead shielded instrument was placed in a sheet metal 

casing mounted with a hanging bracket on a swivel assembly. This allowed the viewing orifice to be 

directed downward (for scanning the base of the excavation) or to the side (for scanning the sidewalls of 

the excavation). The survey instrument was attached to the bucket of the excavator using a nylon rope. 

e 

To scan the base of the excavation, the instrument was placed in the “base scanning” configuration and 

lowered into the excavation to within 6 inches of the foundation floor. The instrument was then moved 

across the floor of the excavation so that the entire floor of the excavation was scanned by the instrument. 

If an area showed elevated gamma counts (Le., at or above background), additional soil was removed, and 

the area was re-scanned until the entire floor of each excavation was below background. 

To scan the sidewalls of the excavation, the instrument was rotated 90 degrees in the vertical plane to the 

‘‘sidewall” configuration and secured in place by a nylon rope and duct tape. The excavator then moved 

the scanning instrument from top to bottom of the sidewalls until all of the vertical walls of the excavation 

had been scanned. If the sidewall scan showed readings at or above background counts on the excavation 

walls, additional soil was removed, and the area was re-scanned until all of the sidewalls of the 

-J’ excavation were below background. 
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u Once the excavations were completed, all equipment and personnel were frisked by the RCT to check for 

radiological contamination before exiting the site. No contamination was found on any personnel or 

equipment. 

Confirmatory Soil Sampling 

Once the radiation scan indicated that all contaminated material had been removed, confirmatory soil 

samples were collected from each excavation. One sample was collected from the base of the excavation 

at each of the four corners, and one sample was collected from the center of the excavation. The soil for 

the samples was scanned in the excavator bucket by the field screening instrument, collected in the 

sample container, and placed in a plastic cooler for shipment to the analytical laboratory. 

’ 

The RCT also screened the samples on site for radiological activity. Each sample was counted for a 

minimum of 30 minutes. The samples were scanned for the presence of cesium and/or cobalt with a 

multi-channel analyzer. None of the samples showed activity that exceeded background radiation levels. 

‘4 A total of I 1  soil samples were submitted for analyses. Five samples (LPSSOI, LPSSO2, LPSSO3, 

LPSSO4, and LPSSO5) were collected from the first excavation and five samples and a duplicate 

(LPSSO6, LPSS06DUP, LPSSO7, LPSSO8, LPSSO9, and LPSS10) were collected from the second 

excavation. All of the samples were sent to General Engineering Laboratory, LLC of Charleston, South 

Carolina, and analyzed for cesium and cobalt. The resulting analytical data were then subjected to third 

party data validation. 

The DCGLs for C S ’ ~ ~  (9.2 pCi/g) and CoGo (2.3 pCi/g) are based on radionuclide concentration of surface 

soils. These cleanup goals are highly conservative and protective of human health and the environment. 

The highest concentration for both CS’~’ (5.93 pCi/g) and Co60 (0.228 pCi/g) detected in the soil samples 

were in soil sample LPSSO7 collected at the base of the southeast corner of the second excavation. 

Therefore, the highest concentration of CsI3’ and Co60 remaining at the site do not exceed the 

conservative DCGLs for surface soils and are well below ground surface. 

ES-6 
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i/ 
Shipping Waste Material and Soils 

As a result of field radiation screening, approximately 4 cubic yards (approximately 8 tons) of soil, and 

plastic sheeting were removed from the site and placed in two LLRW containers for off-site disposal. 

Prior to shipping the LLRW containers, the RCT performed a complete radiation survey of the LLRW 

containers that included dose rate measurements using a “MicroR” meter and removable contamination 

“smear” surveys. No radiological activity above background levels was observed in the survey of the 

LLRW containers. The LLRW containers were shipped via F.L.L. Trucking to Impact Services, Inc. 

(IMPACT) in Oak Ridge, Tennessee. At IMPACT, the LLRW containers were emptied and the material 

was rescanned for radioactivity. A total of 3.8 cubic yards (6,575 pounds) of soil was classified as 

non-hazardous LLRW material and shipped to Middle Point Sanitary Landfill in Murfreesboro, 

Tennessee, for disposal. A total of 0.2 cubic yards of material was classified as LLRW and shipped to 

Envirocare of Utah, LLC, Salt Lake City, Utah for disposal. 

Site Restoration 

i/ After excavation and confirmatory sampling were completed, clean removed soil was used to backfill the 

excavations, and excavation equipment was used to compact the soil backfill. The surface of each 

disturbed area was then re-graded to improve surface drainage. A silt fence was installed on the 

downslope (Le., northwest) side of the site to inhibit sediment run-off. 

Conclusions and Recommendations 

Based on the results of the ESI/RI and the STEP final interim removal action; all radioactive 

contaminated material has been removed from the site. The final interim removal action was conducted 

in a conservative manner to provide maximum protection to human health and the environment; therefore, 

no further remedial action is recommended for the LaGarde Park site. STEP also recommends removing 

the perimeter fence from around the site, performing final site restoration, and releasing the site for 

unrestricted use. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
‘4 

Solutions To Environmental Problems, Inc. (STEP) was contracted by the US .  Army Corps of Engineers 

(USACE), Mobile District, to perform a removal action at LaGarde Park in Anniston, Alabama (Contract 

No. DACAOI-01 -D-0007, Delivery Order No. 0009). The removal action included the excavation and 

off-site disposal of low-level radioactive waste (LLRW), confirmatiodclosure sampling, transportation 

and disposal of radioactive wastes, and restoration of the site. This report describes the activities 

conducted during the removal action, the results of the laboratory analyses of samples collected from the 

excavations, and recommendations for hture activities at the site. 

2. BACKGROUND 

Fort McClellan is a former U.S. Army training base situated north of Interstate 20 in Anniston, Alabama, 

approximately halfway between Birmingham, Alabama, and Atlanta, Georgia. LaGarde Park is adjacent 

to the former Fort McClellan and lies within the city limits of Anniston. Figure 1 shows the location of 

LaGarde Park and Fort McClellan. 

u 
Interviews with personnel knowledgeable about operational and waste disposal activities at various sites 

at Fort McClellan indicated that radioactive wastes were deposited on Iron Mountain. It was reported that 

a laboratory building, consisting of cinder blocks and sand bags, was located on the “northwest side of 

Iron Mountain” in “Rattlesnake Gulch.” This laboratory was reportedly used to prepare training sources 

of cobalt-60 (Co6’) and cesium-I37 (CS‘~’). The laboratory compound was reportedly 140-feet long by 

80-feet wide and was enclosed in a barbed-wire fence with warning signs. Information gathered from 

previous reports on the area is unclear as to the exact location of the former laboratory site; however, 

historical aerial photographs show a rectangular area on the northwest side of Iron Mountain that roughly 

corresponds to the reported size of the laboratory compound. At some point in the late 1960s the 

laboratory building was demolished, the barbed wire fencing was removed, and the debris was deposited 

in a waste disposal area southeast of the laboratory site and higher up on Iron Mountain. 
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In 1971, a radiation survey was conducted on Iron Mountain, and 22 contaminated spots were identified 

on the ground surface. In the summer of 1971 , five containers of radioactive Co60 and C S ’ ~ ~  waste and 18 

55-gallon drums of contaminated soils were removed from an area approximately 400 feet southeast of 

the former laboratory site and were reportedly taken to Pelham Range for disposal. Anecdotal 

information indicates that building debris (i.e., concrete blocks and fencing) was included in the debris 

removed. The removal area was cleared for surface military use by the Fort McClellan Health Physics 

Office; however, no official closeout survey was found in the records. In 1974, approximately 185 acres 

(which included the former “Rattlesnake Gulch” laboratory site) were deeded as a public park to the City 

of Anniston. This acreage was subsequently named the John B. LaGarde Interpretive Park. 

4 

In 1995, the Base Realignment and Closure Commission (BRAC) voted to permanently close Fort 

McClellan. The Department of Defense closed the base in October 1999, making 45,000 acres, building 

facilities, and fully infrastructured property available for private sector reuse and redevelopment. 

In order to terminate the Chemical School Radiation License as part of the BRAC proceedings, the 

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) required assurances that no radioactive material was left behind. 

The Army performed an aerial survey in October 2001 that indicated the presence of a radioactive “hot 

spot” about 100 feet outside Fort McClellan’s fence line on property formerly occupied by the training 

site, but now within the boundaries of LaGarde Park. On February 5 ,  2002, a team consisting of the 

Chemical School’s radiation protection officer, the NRC, the Alabama Department of Public Health 

Radiation Office, and the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency visited the “hot spot” identified by the 

aerial survey to measure the radiation and determine the area involved. The area of investigation 

measured approximately 100 feet by 100 feet. The Alabama Department of Public Health took soil 

samples and tree root samples for hrther analysis. This analysis showed the presence of Co60 and CS’~’. 

The team reported that the dose rates did not present an external hazard, but that digging or removal of 

vegetation from the area should not be allowed. Because this property was transferred to the City in the 

mid-l970s, the Army classified the site as a Formerly Utilized Defense Site (FUDS). The USACE 

Mobile District took action in 2002 under the authority of the Defense Environmental Restoration 

ProgradFUDS and installed fencing around the site to prevent access to the area. Figure 2 shows the 

location of LaGarde Park and the areas investigated. 

u’ 
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3. INITIAL SITE INVESTIGATION 
d 

In February 2003, STEP performed a site investigation (characterization survey) that included a surficial 

site radiation survey, surface and subsurface soil sampling, and vegetation sampling of areas identified 

with radiological contamination. The site investigation was performed in four areas: 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Area 1 - the fenced area at LaGarde Park, 

Area 2 - the area of disturbed soil outside the fence, 

Area 3 - the area along the drainage paths downgradient of the fenced area, and 

Area 4 - a small area near the Lenlock Community Center. 

Analytical results reported in Final Completion Report, Site Investigation at LaGarde Park, Anniston, 

Alabama (STEP, June 2003) indicated the following: 

0 Cobalt and uranium were not detected at levels above screening values. Cesium and thorium, 

however, were detected above NRC residential surface soil screening levels (RSSSLs). 

The surficial survey identified areas where gamma radiation was elevated. At several locations 

inside the fenced area (Area l), survey readings were greater than twice background. The data 

collected indicated that cesium contamination had not spread outside of the fenced area, and the 

majority of CS’~’ was surficial in nature. Cesium was not detected above the NRC RSSSL in any 

of the subsurface samples. 

0 

0 Thorium was evaluated as naturally occurring and appeared to be unrelated to the cesium 

contamination at the site. Thorium was detected above the NRC RSSSL in the sample collected 

next to the Lenlock Community Center parking lot and in one location in Area 3 outside of the 

fence. Thorium was also detected above the NRC RSSSL in two of the three background 

samples. 

The toxicity characteristic leaching procedure analysis performed on the soil for disposal 

purposes indicated that none of the soil would be classified as Resource Conservation and 

Recovery Act hazardous waste. 

0 

Based on the results of the site investigation, STEP proposed a Comprehensive Environmental Response 

Compensation and Liability Act (CERCLA) Time Critical Removal Action (TCRA) to excavate and 

dispose of the cesium contaminated soil and debris located at the site. For the removal action, 

contaminated areas exceeding the NRC RSSSL and areas three times the background radiation count of 

6,040 counts per minute (cpm) were planned for removal. 

5 
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4. TIME CRITICAL REMOVAL ACTION 

In September 2003, STEP mobilized to the site to conduct the CERCLA TCRA to excavate and dispose 

of the C S ’ ~ ~  contaminated soil and debris located at the site. The full details of the removal action are 

contained in Final Report for Removal Action at LaGarde Park (STEP, May 2004). Based on the site 

investigation, the estimated volume of contaminated soil to be removed was approximately 30 cubic 

yards. As the removal action progressed, some of the areas had higher radiation levels below the ground 

than at the surface. Excavation continued until the available project funding for removal and disposal was 

expended. During this removal action, a total of 170 cubic yards of contaminated soil was removed and 

shipped off site for disposal. The presence of radioactive contamination beneath the ground surface and 

the unexpected lateral extent of contamination indicated that the conceptual model of discreet surface 

radiation sources was inaccurate. Therefore, based on the unexpected volume of contaminated material, 

the presence of radioactive contamination at depth, and the possibility that this site corresponded to the 

former “Rattlesnake Gulch” laboratory site, a CERCLA Expanded Site Investigation (ESI)/Remedial 

Investigation (RI) was recommended to fully define the lateral and vertical extent of the contamination. 

The site conceptual model was revised to indicate that the residual radioactive material was left when the 

former “Rattlesnake Gulch” laboratory building was removed prior to 1971. Figure 3 shows the areas 

excavated during the CERCLA TCRA. 

4 

5. EXPANDED SITE INVESTIGATION/REMEDIAL INVESTIGATION 

STEP personnel mobilized to the site on July 12,2004, to conduct the ESI/RI. These activities included: 

0 

0 surface soil sampling, 

0 subsurface soil sampling, and 

downhole (subsurface) radiation screening. 

conducting a surficial site radiation survey, 

establishing a regular grid array over the site, 

6 
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Activities and findings of the ESI/EU are presented in Remedial Investigation Report, Expanded Site 

Investigation at LaGarde Park (STEP, April 2005) and summarized in the following sections. ’- 

5.1 SURFICIAL RADIATION SURVEY 

Since the isotopes of concern at the site (Le., Co60 and C S ’ ~ ~ )  emit gamma radiation, a site surficial 

radiation survey was performed to detect gamma radiation within the fenced area (Area 1) and in an area 

outside of the fence (Area 5 ) .  The surficial radiologicaI survey identified an area roughly 65 feet by 

95 feet in the western end of the fenced area that exceeded 9,900 cpm. Based on an examination of 

historical aerial photographs, this area corresponds to the location of the former “Rattlesnake Gulch” 

laboratory. 

5.2 SOIL SAMPLING 

A regular grid array (grid nodes spaced at 25-foot intervals) was established over each area. The array for 

Area 1 consisted of 35 nodes. The array for Area 5 consisted of 42 nodes. 

i/ Surface and subsurface soil samples were collected at selected grid nodes to determine the extent of 

surface and subsurface radiological contamination. Soil borings were installed using a track mounted 

GeoProbe@ drilling unit. Continuous soil core was collected at each sampling location. The core was 

retrieved in 4-fOOt intervals to GeoProbe@ refusal or to a maximum total depth of 20 feet below ground 

surface (bgs). The soil cores were scanned using a gamma scintillater probe. No elevated readings were 

observed in any of the soil cores. 

Soil samples for laboratory analyses were collected at the surface in each boring and a biased soil sample 

was collected at the corresponding depth in each boring where the highest gamma measurement was 

recorded in the downhole radiation scan. If the gamma measurements along the boring were uniform, 

then a soil sample was collected at the bottom of the hole. Laboratory analyses consisted of isotopic 

analyses for C S ’ ~ ~  and Co6’. 

5.3 DERIVED CONCENTRATION GUIDELINES LEVELS 

The material removed from the Rattlesnake Gulch laboratory was reportedly transported to the burial 

mound at Rideout Field, Pelham Range, Area 24C at Fort McClellan for disposal. Derived Cleanup U” 
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Guideline Levels (DCGLs) were developed during the remediation and decommissioning process for the 

Pelham Range Burial Mound [Burial Mound Decommissioning Plan, Appendix 6 - Development of 

Derived Cleanup Guidelines for  the Pelham Range “Burial Mound, ” Allied Technology Group, 

(September 1999)l. The DCGL process evaluated receptor exposures for different land-use scenarios. 

The land use scenario that was judged to produce the greatest exposure potential was the residential 

scenario with backyard garden and cow. This scenario was used to evaluate the exposures from 

unrestricted release at the site. 

‘d 

W’ 

The computer code RESRAD 5.82 (Argonne National Laboratory, 1993) was used to evaluate the 

potential dose and long term risk from the scenario activities to a resident adult and resident child. The 

soil concentrations that would not exceed the 25 millirem per year allowable exposure limit for CoGo and 

C S ’ ~ ~  were found to be: 

0 Resident Adult - 

o 

o 

CoGo 2.9 picoCuries per gram (pCi/g) (Resulting Risk 9 X 1 0-5) 

12 pCi/g (Resulting Risk 3 X 

0 Resident Child - 

o 

o 

CoG0 2.3 pCi/g (Resulting Risk 6 X 

C S ’ ~ ~  9.2 pCi/g (Resulting Risk 9 X 

For the purposes of evaluating the soil concentrations at the LaGarde Park site, the more conservative 

values of 2.3 pCi/g for CoGo and 9.2 pCi/g for C S ’ ~ ~  developed for the Pelham Range Burial Mound, 

were selected as the DCGLs. None of the soil samples collected during the ESI had concentrations 

exceeding the corresponding DCGLs for C S ’ ~ ~  or Co“. 

5.4 DOWNHOLE RADIATION SURVEY 

Upon reaching total depth in each of the borings, a downhole radiation scan was performed in each 

borehole. Gamma radiation was measured in 1 -foot intervals in each borehole from the ground surface to 

the maximum depth accessible with the probe assembly. The gamma emission rate varied at different 

depths in many of the holes. A gamma spectrum was collected at the depth exhibiting the highest gross 

gamma count to provide a real time determination of the nature of any elevated measurements observed in 

the borehole. “Elevated measurements” were defined as elevated count rates as compared to other depths 

in the same hole or when compared to nearby holes. Eleven spectra were collected from ten boreholes. 

Visual analysis of the spectra in the field did not reveal the presence of the characteristic 662 kiloelectron ~2 
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volt (keV) peak for C S ' ~ ~ ,  nor the 1,173 or 1,332 keV peaks that would identify Co6'. The spectra were 

subsequently analyzed mathematically by capturing the gross counts in a region of interest that 

corresponded to the 662 keV peak for C S ' ~ ~ .  The background was subtracted from the counts in the 

region of interest to calculate the net counts in the region. No discernible activity indicating the presence 

of C ~ I ~ ~ c o u l d  be identified in these spectra. 

U' 

The minimum detectable concentration (MDC) for C S ' ~ ~  during the subsurface scan was 2.7 pCi/g based 

on using the Ludlum Model 44-2 in fixed count mode. The maximum detected concentration of 

detected in laboratory analyses of the surface soil samples (0-1 foot) was 3.29 pCi/g (0-1 foot, boring SB- 

03 in Area 1). The maximum detected concentration of C S ' ~ ~  in the subsurface soil samples was 0.105 

pCi/g (3-4 foot, boring 3G in Area 1). The maximum concentration of C S ' ~ ~  detected in the downhole soil 

samples was less than the MDC calculated for the downhole radiation scan; therefore, the elevated 

downhole gamma measurements were most likely attributable to naturally occurring sources. 

Examination of the raw data curves provided by the laboratory and comparison of these data curves to the 

incremental gamma log of the boreholes indicated that the elevated gamma readings tended to occur when 

radium-226 and or radium-228 were above 1 pCi/g. Therefore, elevated gamma measurements were 

encountered downhole, but no concentrations of C~ '~~exceeding  0.105 pCi/g were detected in the 

subsurface soil samples because the elevated gamma measurements were caused by naturally occurring 

radium isotopes not cesium. 

4 

5.5 EXPANDED SITE INVESTIGATION/REMEDIAL INVESTIGATION CONCLUSIONS AND 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

Based on the results of the surface radiation scan and surface soil analytical data collected during the 

ESURI, the CERCLA TCRA had reduced the overall surface concentrations of Co6' and CS '~ '  below the 

corresponding DCGLs and no further action was proposed for the surface soils at the site. 

Based on the results of the confirmatory samples collected during the CERCLA TCRA and the subsurface 

soil samples and downhole radiation scans conducted during the ESI, only two areas of subsurface 

contamination remained. An additional interim removal action was proposed to address these two areas. 

10 
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The first area, centered between grid nodes LPAlN3E and LPAlN3F, corresponded to the location of 

confirmatory soil sample LPRAl8 (40.3 pCi/g C S ' ~ ~ )  from the initial removal action. This area 

encompassed roughly 10 feet by 10 feet to a maximum depth of 6 feet bgs. 

L./ 

The second area, centered on grid node LPAINLFE, corresponded to the location of confirmatory soil 

sample LPRA16 (1 13 pCi/g C S ' ~ ~ )  from the initial removal action. This area encompassed roughly 10 

feet by 10 feet to a maximum depth of 12 to 15 feet bgs. Figure 4 presents the proposed locations for the 

additional interim removal action. 

6. FINAL INTERIM REMOVAL ACTION 

STEP personnel mobilized to the site on March 28,2005, to conduct the recommended final interim 

removal action. Construction of the Anniston bypass road by the Alabama Department of Transportation 

had destroyed the access road to the LaGarde Park site, and two days (March 28 and 29) were spent re- 

establishing site access. Excavation activities began on Wednesday, March 30, 2005. A copy of the 

logbook of the field activities is contained in Appendix A and pictures of the field activities are presented 

i/ in Appendix B. 

6.1 RADIOLOGICAL INSTRUMENTATION 

A radiological control technician (RCT) from Auxier & Associates, Inc. of Knoxville, Tennessee, was on 

site during all activities. The radiological survey instruments used during the final interim removal action 

included a gamma-ray scintillation probe (Ludlum Model 44-2, Serial Number 1 17650) attached to a 

count ratemetedscaler (Ludlum Model 222 1 , Serial Number 0 12883). A Geiger-Mueller (G-M) (Ludlum 

Model 44-9, Serial Number 108883) survey instrument attached to a count ratemetedscaler (Ludlum 

Model 12, Serial Number 1 17 166) was used to survey personnel and equipment leaving the site. 

All radiological instrumentation was calibrated within a six month period prior to use using National 

Institute of Standards and Technology traceable sources and pulser. The instrumentation was also 

function checked at a designated background location before and after use each day. Function check 

forms and calibration sheets are included in Appendix C. 
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6.2 EXCAVATION 

An unexploded ordnance (UXO) technician from EOD Technologies, Inc. of Lenoir City, Tennessee, 

scanned the work areas with a magnetometer prior to any intrusive activities. No magnetic anomalies 

were identified that indicated the presence of UXO. The UXO technician remained on site throughout the 

field activities. 

The removal action was conducted using an excavator. The first area excavated was centered between 

grid nodes LPAlN3E and LPAlN3F and corresponded to the location of confirmatory soil sample 

LPRA18 (40.3 pCi/g C S ' ~ ~ )  from the CERCLA TCRA. The planned excavation for this site was an area 

1 O-feet wide by 1 O-feet long to a maximum depth of 6 feet bgs. As the area was excavated, each bucket 

of dirt removed was laid out in a thin layer (i.e., < 6-inch lifts) adjacent to the excavation and was scanned 

by the RCT. The RCT slowly moved the gamma-ray scintillation probe over the excavated dirt as near as 

practical to the ground surface. When soil in the scanned area was at or above background counts (Le., 2 
7,000 cpm), the suspected soil was removed by the excavator, placed in the bucket of a skid steer loader, 

and deposited in a metal LLRW container (B-25 box) for off-site disposal, and the area was re-scanned. 

This process was repeated until excavation was completed. The final dimensions of the excavation for 

the first area were 18 feet (east to west) by 16 feet (north to south) by 7-feet deep. The radiation scans 

conducted by the RCT during the excavation process identified 1 cubic yard of contaminated soil that was 

removed from the excavated soil and placed in an LLRW container for off-site disposal. 

e 

The second excavation area, centered on grid node LPAlN4E, corresponded to the location of 

confirmatory soil sample LPRAl6 (1 13 pCi/g C S ' ~ ~ )  from the TCRA. The planned excavation area for 

this site was 10 feet by 10 feet to a maximum depth of 15 feet bgs. As excavation of the area began, 

removed soil was scanned using the method described above for Area 1. Plastic sheeting (left in place to 

mark the excavation bottom from the previous removal action) was encountered at 8 feet bgs. As 

potentially contaminated soil and the surrounding backfill were removed, a radiation scan was conducted 

on the removed material while it was still in the excavator bucket. If no contamination was observed, the 

material was spread and scanned as was done in Area 1. If elevated counts (i.e., equal to or greater than 

the background of 7,000 cpm) were observed in the bucket, the material was placed directly into the 

LLRW container. The first bucket of the material beneath the plastic had radiation counts as high as 

60,000 cpm (approximately 8.5 times the background count of 7,000 cpm) and was deposited directly into u 
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the LLRW container. Successive buckets were scanned as they were removed from the excavation, and 

buckets of soil that had elevated gamma counts were deposited directly into the LLRW container. All 

other buckets of soil were spread and scanned as in Area I .  Excavation continued until all the previously 

disturbed material had been removed and undisturbed material was encountered in the base of the 

excavation and on the north, east, and west sidewalls. The south wall of the excavation showed disturbed 

material to a depth of 8 to 10 feet bgs, indicating the actual total depth of the excavation from the 

CERCLA TCRA. The final dimensions of the second excavation were 13 feet (east to west) by 10 feet 

(north to south) by 10 feet deep. Radiation screening identified approximately 3 cubic yards of 

contaminated soil and material that was placed in the LLRW containers for off-site disposal. Figure 5 

presents the location of the excavated areas and the relative position of the previous sample locations. 

4 

6.3 RADIATION SCANNING 

When excavation was complete in each area, a radiological scan of the base and sidewalls of the 

excavation was conducted. To eliminate interference from background radiation and to focus the 

“viewing” area of the radiological scanning instrument, the RCT placed the instrument in a lead shield 

with a directional opening (orifice). The shielding reduced background radiation levels and allowed the 

scan to pinpoint the locations of measurements. Figure 6 presents a schematic view of the scan 

instrument configurations. The lead shielded instrument was placed in a sheet metal casing mounted with 

a hanging bracket on a swivel assembly. This allowed the viewing orifice to be directed downward (for 

scanning the base of the excavation) or to the side (for scanning the sidewalls of the excavation). The 

survey instrument was attached to the bucket of the excavator using a nylon rope. 

L-.., 

To scan the base of an excavation, the instrument was placed in the “base scanning” configuration and 

lowered into the excavation to within 6 inches of the foundation floor. The instrument was then moved 

across the floor of the excavation so that the entire floor of the excavation was scanned by the instrument. 

If any areas showed elevated gamma counts (i.e., at or above the background), additional soil was 

removed and the area was re-scanned until the entire floor of each excavation was below the background 

count of 7,000 cpm. To scan the sidewalls of an excavation, the instrument was rotated 90 degrees in the 

vertical plane to the “sidewall” configuration and secured in place by a nylon rope and duct tape. The 

excavator then moved the scanning instrument from top to bottom of the sidewalls until all of the vertical 

walls of the excavation had been scanned. If the sidewall scan showed readings at or above background 

counts on the excavation walls, additional soil was removed and the area was re-scanned until all of the 

sidewalls of the excavation were below the background count of 7,000 cpm. U’ 
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Once the excavations were completed, the RCT used the G-M (Ludlum Model 44-9, SN # 108883) 

survey instrument connected to a count ratemeterkcaler (Ludlum Model 12, SN# 1 17 166) to frisk all 

personnel and equipment for radiological contamination before they exited the site. No contamination 

was found on any personnel or equipment. Personal dosimeters were also distributed to all personnel 

before they entered the site and were collected as personnel left the site at the completion of field 

activities. The dosimeters were submitted to Landauer, Tnc. for evaluation. None of the dosimeters 

showed exposure exceeding the minimal detectable dose equivalent of 1 mrem for gamma radiation. 

6.4 CONFIRMATORY SOIL SAMPLING 

Once the radiation scan indicated that all contaminated material had been removed from the excavation, 

confirmatory soil samples were collected in each excavation. One sample was collected from the base of 

the excavation at each of the four comers, and one sample was collected from the center of the 

excavation. The soil for the samples was scanned in the excavator bucket by the field screening 

instrument, collected in the sample container, and placed in a plastic cooler for shipment to the analytical 

laboratory. 

L/ The RCT also screened the samples on site for radiological activity. Each sample was counted for a 

minimum of 30 minutes. The samples were scanned for the presence of cesium and/or cobalt using a 

gamma-ray scintillation probe (Ludlum Model 44-10, Serial Number 132947) connected to a multi- 

channel analyzer (Rainbow 1, Model 701 0, Serial Number 701 1 18). None of the samples showed activity 

exceeding background radiation levels. 

A total of eleven samples were submitted for laboratory analyses. Five samples (LPSSO1, LPSSO2, 

LPSSO3, LPSSO4, and LPSSOS) were collected from the first excavation and five samples and a duplicate 

(LPSSO6, LPSS06DUP, LPSSO7, LPSSO8, LPSSO9, and LPSS 10) were collected from the second 

excavation. All of the samples were sent to General Engineering Laboratory, LLC of Charleston, South 

Carolina and analyzed for cesium and cobalt. The resulting analytical data were then subjected to third 

party data validation. Table 1 presents the validated results of the sample analyses. 

The DCGLs for CS'~ '  (9.2 pCi/g) and Co60 (2.3 pCi/g) are based on radionuclide concentration of surface 

soils. These cleanup goals are highly conservative and protective of human health and the environment. 

The highest concentration for both C ~ ' ~ ~ ( 5 . 9 3  pCi/g) and Co60 (0.228 pCi/g) detected in the soil samples 

were in soil sample LPSSO7 collected at the base of the southeast corner of the second excavation. 'v/ 
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Therefore, the highest concentration of Cs137 and Co6* remaining at the site do not exceed the 

conservative DCGLs for surface soils and are well below ground surface. Figure 7 presents the relative 

location of the samples in the excavations and the concentrations of the radionuclides detected. Appendix 

D contains the Data Validation Report and the laboratory forms for the analyses. 

LPSS05 

LPSSO6 

Table 1 Radionuclide Analytical Results 

Cobalt-60 03/30/05 04/06/05 0.159 0.0498 0.100 0.0537 

Cesium-137 03/30/05 04/06/05 0.178 0.0459 0.100 0.0441 

Method 
Validated Detection CRDL/ 

Collection Analysis Result Limit CRQL 
Sample No. Parameter Date Date (PCik) (pCi/g) (pCi/g) Uncertainty 

LPSSOl Cesium-137 03/30/05 04/05/05 0.00161 U 0.0202 0.100 0.0 125 

LPSSOl Cobalt-60 03/30/05 04/05/05 0.209 0.0184 0.100 0.0327 

0.0442 LPSSO2 Cesium-137 03/30/05 04/05/05 0.0194 U 0.0382 0.100 

LPSSO2 Cobalt-60 03/30/05 04/05/05 0.179 0.037 0.100 0.039 

LPSSO3 Cesium-137 03/30/05 04/05/05 0.124 0.029 0.100 0.0326 

LPSSO3 Cobalt-60 03/30/05 04/05/05 0.00347 U 0.0259 0.100 0.0289 

._ ~ ._ _" ^ .... __ ...... - . --.-- 

........... ._ ............. ^__ . ~ ^_ ~. ... .... .... ̂ - .^ 

__ ~ ~ ...... . . . . .  -. ....................... " ....... ~ ..... . 

LPSSO7 

LPSSO7 

LPSS08 

. 
Cesium- 13 7 03/30/05 04/07/05 5.93 0.0577 0.100 0.439 

Cobalt-60 03/30/05 04/07/05 0.228 0.0507 0.100 0.0564 

Cesium-137 03/30/05 04/07/05 0.100 0.0273 0.100 0.0291 

._ ^ ......... ........ ~ " ....... ....... ................... - 

LPSSO6 I Cobalt-60 I 03/30/05 I 04/06/05 I 0.115 I 0.0396 I 0.100 I 0.0407 

LPSS08 

LPSSO9 

LPSSOGDUP I Cesium-137 I 03/30/05 I 04/06/05 I 0.178 I 0.0588 1 0.100 I 0.0702 

0.0156 Cobalt-60 03/30/05 04/07/05 -0.0059 U 0.0265 0.100 

Cesium-I37 03/30/05 04/07/05 0.179 0.0352 0.100 0.0434 

LPSS06DUP I Cobalt-60 I 03/30/05 I 04/06/05 I 0.0801 U I 0.0862 I 0.100 I 0.0401 

LPSSO9 

LPSS 10 

LPSS 10 
._ ............. . 

Cobalt-60 03/30/05 04/07/05 0.00725 U 0.0362 0.100 0.0194 

Cesium-137 03/30/05 04/07/05 0.835 0.0776 0.100 0.141 

Cobalt-60 03/30/05 04/07/05 0.128 0.0649 0.100 0.0778 
~ .... __ _ .......... ... . ~ " ........... -. ........................... ... 

~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ 

Bold value is the highest concentration detected for the parameter in any sample. 
CRDL = contract required detection limit 
CRQL = contract required quantitation limit 
DUP = duplicate sample 
pCilg = picocuries per gram 
U = result validated as not detected 
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6.5 SHIPPING WASTE MATERIAL AND SOILS 
d 

As a result of field radiation screening, approximately 4 cubic yards (approximately 8 tons) of material 

were removed from the site during the final interim removal action and placed in two LLRW containers 

for off-site disposal. Before the LLRW was shipped, the RCT performed a complete radiation survey of 

the LLRW containers that included dose rate measurements using a “MicroR” meter (Ludlum Model 19, 

Serial Number 13 1294) and removable contamination “smear” surveys. No radiological activity above 

background levels was observed in the survey of the LLRW containers. The LLRW containers were 

shipped via F.L.L. Trucking to Impact Services, Inc. (IMPACT) in Oak Ridge, Tennessee. At IMPACT, 

the LLRW containers were emptied and the material was rescanned for radioactivity. A total of 3.8 cubic 

yards (6,575 Ibs) of soil was classified as non-hazardous LLRW material and shipped to Middle Point 

Sanitary Landfill in Murfreesboro, Tennessee, for disposal. A total of 0.2 cubic yards of material was 

classified as LLRW and shipped to Envirocare of Utah, LLC., Salt Lake City, Utah for disposal. The bill 

of lading and waste manifests for the soil and material are contained in Appendix D. 

6.6 SITE RESTORATION 

4‘ At the completion of excavation and confirmatory sampling activities, each excavation was backfilled 

using the clean removed soil, and excavation equipment was used to compact the fill. The surface of each 

disturbed area was then re-graded to improve surface drainage. A silt fence was installed on the 

downslope (Le., northwest) side of the site to inhibit sediment run-off. 

6.7 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Based on the results of the ESI/RI and the STEP final interim removal action; all radioactive 

contaminated material has been removed from the site. The final interim removal action was conducted 

in a conservative manner to provide maximum protection to human health and the environment; therefore, 

no further remedial action is recommended for the LaGarde Park site. STEP also recommends removing 

the perimeter fence from around the site, perfonning final site restoration, and releasing the site for 

unrestricted use. 
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Appendix A 

Copy of Field Logbook 
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Appendix B 

Photographs of Removal Action 



LaGarde Park, Anniston, Alabama 
Final Removal Action 

Photo 1 Site View Facing South (PreDig) Photo 2 Site View Facing South (PreDig) 

Photo 3 Excavation 1 View Facing Southwest Photo 4 Excavation 1 View Facing Northeast 
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Appendix C 

Instrument Calibration Forms 
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1 
INSTRUMENT QUALlTY CONTROL CHECK FORM 

p_I - - - 
CllECK SOURCES 

' METER. MOOEL I la  M€ER CALIBRATION . RADIONUCLIDE cx 137 I - (READOUT) SIN 117 lbb DUE DATE 11s l D l p  - m AAXX 1 
MODEL 44- 9 

m u) 1 AR- LINKS DUE DATE fa la  40s 
MOUE f-: \e 

- A  ~ 

UEfECTolc: 
SIN torn= PETECTOR CALlBRATiON RADIONUCLIDE I & b o  

N P  
HEAIWIIONE CIJECK h)\R DATE COMBINATION BASELINE 

RESPONSE ESTABLISHED 

Data Revlcwrd By: 3 



INSTRUMENT QUALITY CONTROL CHECK FORM 
CI1ECK SOURCES 

METER CALlBRATlON RADIONUCLIIX I c s  i 3 7  
DUE DATE a.5H clc4 ID \a%. 

UKTECTOII; MODEL 
OEECTOR CAUBRATlON RADIONUCLIDG c -  LC 
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. 

I 



lNSTRUMLNT QUALJTY CONTROL CHECK FORM 
E_ 

CHECK SOURCXS -, 

MODEL 14 METER CALIBRATION RAkMON[ICLIDE CL 137 M m R :  

(RSADOVr) SRI 131L'i.r DUE DATE 2 1 2 d  Db ID A427- 
MODE& N 4 b  

A 
DETECT'OII: 

b W[ONUCLIDE I c'a 6 0 I\ ID 1 b . L 3  

SM h) DETECTOR CALIBRATION 
UNWS n P  \l?r DUE OATE I 
MOUE C I  k 

I HEADPHONE CHECK !J\P DATE COMBINATION BASEUNE 
RESPONSE ESTABLISHED 

- 

INSTRUMENT RKADLNG I 
1 

I I LOCATION1 I SURVEY* 1 COMMXNIX READING CROSS I NET I GROSS RET IN I T U  
OACKGR OUND CHECK SOURCE #I CHECK SOURCE #2 

..- __. .'- . . .. 

Oalo Reviewed By: 3 
..: 
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AUXIER 8 ASSOC. PAGE 87 

LUDLUM MEASUREMENTS, INC. 
08/19/2005 14:54 8656753677 

Oeslgnsr ord Manuracturer 
of 

SclenMlc and Indu$trlol 
Instrument3 

POST OFFICE BOX 810 Ph. 325-235-5494 
FAX NO. 325235-4672 CERTlFlCATE OF CAllBRAlION 501 OAKSTREET 

SWEETWATER. TEXAS 79556, U.S.A, 
CUSTOMER AUXIER & ASSOCIATES ORDER NO. 2209&30/286119 

Ludlum MO asurernents. Inc. Model 2221 SerlalNo. 1 t 76.5 0 Mfg. 

Cal. Date 19-AuQ-04 Car Due Dote 19-Aua.05 - cot. h t 9 W a l  1 Year Meterface m-159 

IflStrUment Recelved d h l n  Toler +lo% 0 10.20% 0 Out of Tol. 0 Requlrlng Repair 0 Omer-See comments 

El 
L/ Mfg Model Serial No,- 

Check mark Oapplles to appllcable In&, and/or detector 1AW rnfg wet. T - 73 O F  RH 56 % Alt 696a mmHg 
0 New Instrument 
a Mechanlcot ck [fl Meter Zeroed a Background Subtract GJ Input Sens Uneority a FISResp ck Resetck Wtnuow Operailon @ Geotroplsm 

g:rzd In accordance wlth cMI SOP 14,8 rev 12/05/89, 
0 Alarm Settlng ck. Bait. ck (Mln. Volt) 4.4 VDC 

E l  Callbrated In oCCOrdanC8 wlth 1MI SOP 14.9 rev 02/07/97, 
Threshold mV 

Instrument Volt Set 3 130 V Input Sens. 3 5 rnV Det. Oper. v at mV Dtai Rat10 

mHVReadout (2palnts) Ref./lnst. 500 / ’.( qq V Ref./lnst, 2000 1 1 4 8 3 V 

COMMENTS: 

Firmuare. A$ io  72 
cat i b r d c  

Calibrated wrth 3 9  inch cable .  

w/ w I d o u /  t t ~  ‘ ‘ ~ ~ t ~ ~  pas;+rbv. 

Gamma Ga!4bnltaL OM dotdon pwMoned papendleular to 60111~~ enepl for M 44-9 In mich !ne lmnl d probe lacu wm. 

REFERENCE INSTRUMENT REC’D 
RANGE/MULTIPLIER CAL. POINT ”AS FOUND READING” 
L-& 
X1K- 100 Kcom I O 0  
--A 

4 m  9no L 
L 

xloo r p m  I of3 

Iflo 

- 

INSTRUMENT 
METER READING* 

400 
(QO 



AUXIER & f f iSOC. PAGE 08 88/19/2085 14: 54 8656753677 
LUDLUM MEASUREMENTS, INC. 
POST OFFICE BOX 81 0 
501 OAKSTREET FAX NO. 325-235-4672 

PH. 325-235-5494 Oeslgner and Manufacturer 
ot 

Sclentrtk ond lnd@?lol 
lnstfurnents SWEEWATER, TEXAS 79556, US A 

u’ Bench Test Dafa For Detector 

’ Detector , dP-7 Serlal N o w  b f 2- $ s3 
CUStOmlef AUXIER & ASSOCIATES Order #. 227999/207626 

Counter 2221 serial NO., I I 76 27 Counter Input Sensitivity .3 .S mV 

Count Tlme 4ef2 Distonce Source to Detector S ~ J  Ugt2L 4 

Other 

Seming The Nucleor Industry Slnce 1962 s 



AUXIER 8 ASSOC. PAGE 09 08/19/2005 14: 54 8656753677 

Designer and Manufacturer 

Sclentmc and Industrid 
Instruments 

of 

LUDLUM MEASUREMENTS, INC. 
POST OFFICE BOX 81 0 
501 OAKSTREET FAX NO. 3252364672 

PH. 325-235-5490 

SWEETWATER. TEXAS 79556, U.S.A. 

~4 CONVERSlON CHART 

Customer AUXIER & ASSOCIATES Date 2-Jan45 Order #. 227999/287626 

Model 2771 Serial No..-- Detector Model 44-2 Serlol No, 6 61288s 

Reference Point 
"As Found" Readings (CPM): 

Analog I Runge/Scale 

loo \1 

Reference Polnt Tp 
180 I I I 

180 \I/ 

HlghVoltoge 000 v 

Input Sensltivlfy \3 J- mV 

After Adjustment Readings (CPM): 
Analog I Ronge/Scale 

"As Found" Readings: 
Digital I CountTlme 

After Adjustment Readlngs: 
Dlgitd I CountTlme 



PAGE i a  
LUDl UM MEASUREMENTS, INC. 

AUXIER & ASSOC. 08/ 1 9 / zf$!&r 01,4d:$~nufac b7i56753 67 
of PO: 'FICE BOX 810 PH. 325-235-5494 

501 OAK STREET 

{.,>:*'::;;,* ,//;,y .,, 1 -..,; 
lngtrumen k CEI. .~,/'ICft.TE..C$ '....:', .. I_ 1. CA&BRAl/ON ., FAX NO. 325-235-4672 

ScienMc ana lndvatrlol 

SWEETWATER, TEXAS 79556. U.S.A. 
CUSTOMER AUXIER & ASSOCIATES ORDER NO. 2279991287626 
Mfg . Ldlurn Mslgsuremenfs, Inc. Model 12 Seriar~o. I ! 7 l&G ~ 

w 
'u MQ. Model Serlal No, 

Cd. Date 2-Jan-05 Col Due Dote 2-Jan-06 Cal. Interval 1 Year Meterface m-635 
RH 41 % Alt 700.8 mmHg 

0 Input Sens. Uneorlty a Geotroplsm 

New Instrument 

a F/S Resp. ck a Reset ck. 0 Wlnclow Operation a Bott, ck. (Mln. Volf) 22 VDC 
0 Callbrated In accordance wlth LMl SOP 14.9 rev 02/07/97, 

Instrument Recelved n WIthln Taler. +-lo% a 10-20% ut of Tol. 0 Requlrlng Repatr Q Other-See comments 
.--, . T:oa' 'F 

Check mark dapplles to applicable Instr. andlor detector IAW mfg. spec. 

Mechanlcol ck. &l Meter Zeroed 0 6ockground Subtract 

IJ Alarm Setrlng c k. 

mreshoid mV 
10 accordonce ww MI SOP 1 4 3  rev 12f05189, 

instrument Volt Set 7 5 0 v Input  em. 3 $- mv  et. Oper. L, qt rnV DloiRatla 

HV Reodout (2 polnts) Ref./lnSt..LO!l- / 9 6 0  V Ref./ln6t. 2mo 1-v 

-.,-.. ..... .. , . .  ....." .... . 

RANGEIMULTIPUER 
L 
XlOoQ 

L 
_xlo 
x1 

e x 100 
x 100 

REFERENCE INSTRUMENT REC'D INSTRUMENT 
CAL, POINT "AS FOUND READING" METER READING" 
-A A 

mKCDm 
40Kcom 

4Kmm 
1kRD-l 

lOKcom 

400cam 
m 

- 

'uncariulntv wiinh f 11% C,F. wnnln * 20% AI I Range(6) Cdibraled Eleclronlcally 

REFERENCE INSTRUMENT INSTRUMENT REFERENCE. INSTRUMENT INSTRUMENT 
CAL. POINT RECEIVED METER READING' CAL. POINT RECEIVED METER READING' 

DIgit0l 
Reodout 

..llcam 



AUXIER 8 ASSOC. PAGE 11 88/19/2885 14: 54  8656753677 

De6lgnef and Manufochrrer LUDLUM MEASUREMENTS, INC. 
Of POST OFFICE BOX 810 PH. 325-235-5494 

Scienfiflc ond lndustrlal -., 501 OAK SrREET FAX NO. 326-235-4872 lnatrumenrs 
SWEETWATER, TEXAS 79556, U S A .  

Digital 

42657 
tr 102 
6647 
20 ."II 
5 56 
354 

4 CONVERSION CHART 

Count Time 

. 

Customer AUXIER & ASSOCIATES Date 29-OW-04 Order #. 227999/287626 

Model 7371 Serial No. \ -?(n 2 7  Detector yodel 44-9 Seflol No., P R IO P, 88 3 
,< 1x7 rq Y .k Hlgh Voltoge Yo0 , v  
- 

Input Sensltlvlty 4C mV 

"As Found" Readings (CPM): After Adjustment Readings (CPM): 

konge/Scole - Analog Rang eIScale Reference Polnt - -  - - - -Analog 
I 

b. 

4 . -  x f k  1$6 nRf& 3/20 

Jo 
36 

"AS Found" Readlngx 

. . . . . I.. I.... 

Serving The Nucleur lndusf y Slnce 1962 



AUXIER 8 ASSOC. PAGE 12 08/19/2085 14: 54 8656753677 
Designer o m  Mdndacturer 

of 
scieniinc and IndustTlol 

Instruments 

LUDLUM MEASUREMENTS, INC, 
POSTOFFICE BOX 810 PH 325-235-5494 
501 OAK STREET FAX NO 325.2354672 
SWEETWATER, TEXAS 79556, U.S.A 

CUSTOMER AUXIER &ASSOCIATES . ORDERNO. 227999t287626 

Ufg. Ludlum Measurepenh, 1nC. Moael 12 SerlalNo. I 7 Z Jib8 8 
Mfg. I Model Serial No. ‘W 

Cal. Date ~ 2.Jnn-05 Col Due Date P-Jan-06 Cal. Interval 1 Year Meterfoce 2Q2-635 , 

Check mark mspp~~es to appilcable In&. and/or detector IAW mfg. spec. 1. 75 O F  RH 41 % Alt, 700.8 mm HQ 
0 New Instrument lnstrurrient Received -in Toler. +-lo% 0 10.20% 0 Out of Tot. 0 Requlrlng Repair Ofher-See comments 

Mechanical ck. Meter Zeroed 0 Background Subtract 0 Input Sens. Linearity 
F/S Resp. ck Reset ck. 0 Wlndow Operotton @i’ Geotroplsm 

@ AU Io ck. c] Alarm Settlng ck. a Batt. ck. (Mln. Volt) 2.2 VOC 
&ma in accordance with LMI sop 14.8 rev 12/05/89. 0 Collbrated In accordance with 1MI SOP 14.9 rev 02/07/97. 

Threshold mV 
lnstrurnerlt Volt Set 800 V Input Sens. 3 5 mV Det. Oper. v a t  mV Dlal Ratlo = 

COMMENTS: ca[(bra+ct7’ ~ / 3 4 ”  cable . 
81 HV Readout (2 polnts) Ref./lnst. 500 I S 10 v Ref./ind. 20ca I 2&Zz  V 

Gamma Csllbrsllorr QM deledon poEllioned perpandcular in BOiirCt wcsp 10r M 44-8 In hlch tu fmni 01 pmbe Iwea BWRL 

REFERENCE INSTRUMENT REC’D 
RANGE/MULTIPLIER CAL. POINT “AS FOUND READING” 
L LloftKCQ5l 400 

IO0 
4ao . 

L- A 
L 4Kc~m Y O 0  
--A 
x1 4rnCDrn rdO x. 1 - I uo 

x tom 100Kcnm x 100 AO- u 

INSTRUMEM 
METER READING’ 

- 
’Uncemlnty wlthln t 10% C.F. wlMn L 20% ALL Range(6) Calibrated Eleclranlcally 

METER READING’ CAL, POINT RECEIVED METER READING’ 
INSTRUMENT INSTRUMENT REFERENCE INSTRUMENT INSTRUMENT REFERENCE 

CAL. POINT RECEIVED 

R%%Ut POK- 
---Aim5 
400cam - 
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LUDLUM MEASUREMENTS, INC. 
POST OFFICE BOX 81 0 
SO1 OAKSTREET FAX NO. 325235472 

PH. 325-235-5496 

SWEEIWATER. TEXAS 79556. U.S.A. 

Bench Test Data For Defecfor 

Detect0 r 44-9 SertalNo. PR 13 7 166 

Hlgh  soto ope TC - 7 tsotope Isotope Isotope 
Voltage Background Size o m  Size . Size Slze 

1 , I 

Date + 



Designer and  Manufacturer LUDLUM MEASUREMENTS, I'NC. 

REFERENCE INSTRUMENT INSTRUMENT 
CAL. POINT RECEIVED METER READING* 

Digital 
Readout 

of POST OFFICE BOX 810 PH. 325-235-5494 
CERTIFlCATE Of CALlBRATION 501 OAK STREET FAX NO. 325-235-46 

Scientific and Industrial 
Instruments 

SWEETWATER, TEXAS 79556, U.S.A. 

REFERENCE INSTRUMENT INSTRUMENT . 

CAL. POINT RECEIVED METER READING 
Log 
Scale 

JMER GRIFFIN INSTRUMENTS ORDER NO. 230493/288981 

4. Ludlum Measurements, Inc. Model 19 Serial No. ,/3/ Z 7,Y 
-5s. Model Serial No. 

Check mark &applies to applicable instr. and/or detector IAW mfg. spec. T. 75 "F RH 39 % AH 698.8 mm H 

Col. Date 23-Feb-05 Cal Due Date 23-AuQ-05 Cal. Interval 6 Months Meterface 202-0 1 6 

0 New Instrument 

a Mechanical ck .  a Meter Zeroed 0 Background Subtract 0 Input Senr. Linearity 

Instrument Received 0 Within Toler. +-lo% 0 10-20% 0 Out of Tol. m u i r i n g  Repair 0 Other-See comments 

a Geotropism F/S Resp. ck a Reset ck. 0 Window Operation 
Audio ck. 0 Alarm Setting ck. Batt. ck. (Min. Volt) 2.2 VDC 

Calibrated in accordance with LMI SOP 14.8 rev 12/05/89. F t e d  in accordance with LMI SOP 14.9 rev 02/07/97. 

mV Threshold Diol Ratio - - Instrument Volt Set 7,7f V Input Sens. 3 mV Det. Oper. v at 

0 HV Readout (2 points) RefJlnst. / V Ref./lnst. I V 

COMMENTS: 



"Lj 

08/23/2005 09: 00 2653761313 GRIFFIN INSTRUMENTS P&GE 02 

GRIFFIN INSTRUMENTS 
~= - . - .<+* - - .y.- . . 

- 
CALIBRATION CERTiFICATE FOR 44-1 0 

Owner: IMPACT 
- 

DATE: o a i z m  LOCATION: Griffin lnst 
TECH: J.Glenn D.ATE LAST CAL EXPIRES: 0210305 

REASON FOR CALIBRATION: 
@ Due For Calibration 0 Repair (See Remarks) G Other (See R e m a b )  0 Due and Repair 

&UsT -51 F FQUIPMENT AND STANDARDS USED DURING -TION 

MODEL: 2221 SERIAL # 126523 c4L. DUE: Ol/02/0~ 

MODEL: SERIAL # GAL, DUE; 

SOURCE #: Other tSOTUPE; ACTIVI'IY: ASSAY DATE: 

SOURCE -At: 99-1 81 6 ISOTUPE: Csl37 ACTivTTY: 1.23 uCi ASSAY DATE: 081.1 2/99 
QEOMETRY: 
upside down with source underne&th, acflvlty slds up. 

Physfcal Condlllon: @ Sat 0 Ungat 

For Q b  Probe - Source placed In desk drawer, DO planchet or jis, probe on top of desk. All Others: Jig 

Efflcfency From Last Calibratton: 4.5% Previous HV Set Point: 800 v 

126501 8933 1 t7568 AF Efficiency: 4.96% 

1s the AF efflclency wlthln 20% of the efflclency from the last callbratlon? 
Reproduclbtiity : 124990 12451 0 124170 Average: 

@ Y e s  0 No 
124556.67 

Am the lndlvjduaf counts wtthln 10% at the average? @ Yes 0 No L.l .- 

High Voltage: Source Response (CPM): Background (CPM): Net CPM: 

.Hv - RESPONSE BACKGROUND 

' V  

NET CPM Decay (yrs): 

Efficiency: 

5.00 

Remarks: 

Does Instrument Meet Flnal Acceptance Crlleria?; @ Yes 0 No 

Calibration Sticker Attached?: @ Yes 0 NQ 

Date Instrument Is Due For Next Cailbmtlon: 08123/00 
. -  - 

PerformedlReviewed by: ,& s& Dah: 6/23/2005 lnitiais 
- 
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21.0 ln tro duc tion 

La Garde Park 

The data validation of eleven soil samples from La Garde Park, that were analyzed for 
cesium-137 and CO-60 (EML HASL 300, 4.5.2.3); was completed in May, 2005. Level 
I11 data validation was performed on 100% of the environmental samples collected during 
the remedial investigation activities. General Engineering Labs, Charleston, SC, 
produced all the analytical data. 

2.0 Procedures 

The sample data were validated following the logic identified in the STEP Data 

Validation Procedures for “Radiological Analysis” and “Gross AlphdBeta” (1 995). The 

data validation qualifiers applied by the reviewer were recorded in a column adjacent and 

to the right of the laboratory results. A data validation reason code was also added to 

each of the reviewer’s qualifiers to provide the user with a means to identify which 

results were qualified and the reason for the qualifiers (Table 1, Page 5). 

3.0 Summary of Data Validation Findings 

This data validation report reflects the data validation findings for samples associated 

with La Garde Park. Overall the data was of excellent quality and all measurements 

required to satisfy the project QC objectives, PARCC were met. Each of these measures 

and specific data qualifications are discussed below. 

Accuracy: Accuracy is measured by the results froin the recovery of known amounts of 

compounds or elements from laboratory control samples (LCS), matrix spikes (MS) and 

surrogate recoveries. The overall measure of accuracy for the site was calculated by 

comparing the number of spike recoveries that exceeded the laboratory limits by the total 

number of LCS, MS and surrogate spikes. For the cesium and cobalt results accuracy 

was measured at 100%. 

1 



Precision: Precision is a measure of the agreement between duplicate sample 

measurements of the same quantity and is reflected in the RPD between spikes and the 

RPD for the field duplicate analysis. The overall project QC objective for precision is 

90% or greater, and the measurement for La Garde Park is 100%. 

Representativeness: The measures of representativeness -- sample handling, analytical 

blank analysis, field blanks - were met for all sites. Designated analytical protocols were 

followed. Holding times were met. Overall, no major problems were identified resulting 

from analytical failure. 

Comparability: All data were analyzed using appropriate approved methods of analysis. 

All data results were reported correctly and in standard units 

Completeness: Completeness is the amount of valid data compared to the planned 

amount and is expressed as a percent of the usable data points divided by the total 

number of analytes for each parameter analyzed. Out of a total of 22 data points, no data 

were rejected, resulting in a completeness of 100%. 

Data validation summaries, which function as worksheets for the validation task, are 
included for each parameter in each data package. The following section highlights the 
key findings of the data validation for each analysis. 

4.0 Analysis-Specific Data Validation Sumrnarie- 
Cesium-737 and Co-60 by EML HASL 300,4.5.2.3 
Eleven soil samples were analyzed and validated for radiological constituents. Overall, 
the data are of good quality and are usable as qualified. Data were reviewed for the 
following : 

Holding Times/Sarnple Condition. No qualifiers were required. All holding times 
were met. 

Initial and Continuing Calibrafion. All standards were calibrated as required. The 
CCVS efficiencies were checked and calibration frequencies were met. 

2 



‘U 
Blanks. No elements were noted in the blanks. No qualifiers were required. 

Matrix Spike/Matrix Spike Duplicate(MS/MSD)/Duplicate. No MS/MSD results 
were analyzed. 

Laboratory Control Sample (LCS). LCS analyses were performed for the project 
samples and all QC criteria were met. 

Field Duplicates. Field duplicates were evaluated and the results were within the QC 
limit. 

Quantitafion. All results were acceptable as reported by the laboratory. 

5.0 Data Qualifier Definitions 

Qua iifier 
U The analyte was analyzed for, but was not detected above the reported 

sample quantitation limit or the reported analyte value was not 
detected above 5x or lox  the level reported in laboratory or field 
blanks. 

J The analyte was positively identified; the associated numerical value is 
the approximate concentration of the analyte in the sample. 

UJ The material was analyzed for, but was not detected. The associated 
value is an estimate and may be inaccurate or imprecise. 

R The sample results are rejected due to serious deficiencies in the ability 
to analyze the saniple and to meet quality control criteria. The presence 
or absence of the analyte cannot be verified. 

3 



Table 1: Data Validation Reason Codes 

10 
1 OA 
106 
11 
11A 
116 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 

Internal standards outside specified control limits 
Recovery 
Retention time 
Laboratory control sample recoveries outside specified limits 
Recovery 
% RPD (if run in duplicate) 
Interference check standard 
Serial dilution 
Tentatively identified compounds 
Quantitation 
Multiple results available; alternate analysis preferred 
Field duplicate RPD criteria is exceeded 
Percent difference between original and second column exceeds QC criteria 
Professional judgment was used to qualify the data 
Pesticide clean-up checks - 
Target compound identification 
Radiological calibration 
Radiological quantitation 
Reoorted result and/or lab aualifier revised to reflect validation findinqs 

4 



Status Code Comments 

1 ,  %mple Preservation, 
Handrig, and Transport 

2.  Chain of Custody A g?&J- @7rMww+ 4b-i 

4, Calibrations -fi 

10. Furnace Atoink 
~bsorptioa QC -Ab.-.- 

'13. Fidd QC Samples A 

14- Overall Assessment A 

Status Codes: 

R = Data Rejected 
X = Data acceptable but qualified due tn plroblems 

, .-, A =  Acc-eptable 



Page 2 
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GENERAL ENGINEERING LABORATORfES, LLC 
2040 Savage Rmd Charleston SC 29407 - (843) 556-81 71 - wwW.gsl.com 

,Certificate of Analvsis 

. .  
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. .  . .  

. .  . . .  
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GENERAL ENGINEERING LABORATORIES, LLC 
2040 Sway6 Road Ctiarlestan SC 29407 - ($431 55G-3571 - WiW.gd.com 

. .  
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GENERAL ENGINEERING LABORATORIES, .LLC : 
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GENERAL ENGlNEERING LABORATORIES, LLC 
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Appendix E 

Bill of Lading and Waste Manifests 



Consignee: IMPACt Services, Inc. 
1001 N. Ferguson Rd. - E lTP 
Oak Ridge, TN 37830 

Wade Hixson, tTA I IMPACt Services, Inc. 
51 6-270-7509 

From Army Corps. of Engineers I STEP, inc. 
Sommerall Gate of Fort McClellan 
Route 21 

Shippei: Anniston, AL 

Attention: Bobby Parrott, 865-576-8708 Site: LaGarde Park, Anniston, AL 
Trailer No.: /03%4 Tractor No.: 7.53 

Description of Material - - - - - I F  No. Pkgs. 

13 

2 

d 

15 

I (Kgs.) 
Clean, used, empty metal bins (ST-90s & E-25s) I 4432 

7 

HM 

Approx. 750# per bin, -9,750#'Gross Wt. 
Metal bins (ST-90, E-25) containing soil 

DOT N on-Regulated 

Approx. 8000# I bin, - 16,000# Gross Wt. 

7273 

applicable Bill of Lading, if this shipment is k 
be delivered lo Ihe consignee withoul 
remurse on the consignor, the consignor 
shall sign the following statement: 

Gross Wt. of Load - 25,750# 

Totals 

l l  

If freight charges are to be prepaid, write or 
slamp here 'TO BE PREPAID'. 

NIA 
5455 

The carrier shsll no1 make delivery of this 
shipment withoul payment of freighl and all 
other lawful charges. 

Additional information: 

NIA 
Signature of the Consignor 

$ p  er (unit) 
55741 Reference 

.' 

marked, and 
\/ jpplicable regulations of the U.S. Cqartment ofTransporlation. 

-ltpper: tTA f IMPACt 

:F to cerlify that the above named materials are properly classified. described. 
and are in pmper h-anspomfon according 

:ontact: 
)eT: 

ne+-. 4 t A  tnc C - r  

This shipment is for the U.S. Department of Energy and the actual total lransporlalion charges paid to the canier(s) by the 
consignm or consignee are assignable to, and shall be reimbursed by the U.S. Government and is subject to the t m s  and 
conditbns set forth in the standard form of the U.S. Government Bill of Lading and to any available spe5al rates or charges. 
YES( )  N O ( x )  
The additions on the face hereof and lo the lerms and conditions are hereby noted: 

Per: Date:fll q l 0 5  

Material Description: DOT Non-Regulated Load of 13 Empty Metal Bins and 
2 Metal Bins of DOT Non-Regulated Soil Material 

Project 0502010 

Markings: X/dN 9 

Placard(s) required: 
N0Cd-e 

-ransportation hereunder is for h e  U.S. Department of Energy and the actual total transporlation charges paid to the canier(s1 by the consignor or consignee are to be reimbursed by Ihe U.S. Government, puEUanlI0 
ast reimbursable contract number -NA 



I288 BFI OFTENNESSEE, INC. 
P.O. BOX I0267 
MURFREESBORO, TN 37129 
(615) 896-2075 

L M S  TICKET NO. 

NON-HAZARDOUS SPECIAL AND ASBESTOS WASTE MANIFEST 
TENNESSEE DIVISION 

SECTION VI1 DESCRIPTION OF WASTE 

CO-MINGLED WASTE 

&K:Rc3025:253 
0 q @2C;l5- 91 L d  

@5uao16 - -  - b  

GENERATOR 
INSTRUCTIONS 

SPECIAL WASTE - 
ASBESTOS WASTE -- COMPLETE SECTIONS: I THRU XI1 (Sectton 1, if required to analyze for hazardous waste  charactertshcs) 

COMPLETE SECTIONS: I, 11, v. VIi.  VIII. Ix. XI 

SECTION I BFI WASTE CODE L45y21940 I I I I 

SECTION II GENERATOR GENERATING LOCATION 

NAME IMPACTSERVICES 
MAILING ADDRESS P o  Box 4849 OAK RIDGE, TN 37831 PHONE NO 865-803-2829 

SECTION 111 OPERATOREONTRACTOR 

CONTAINERS CONTAINERS TYPE TYPE 
NO TYPE UNIT DM - METAL DRUM P - POUND 

DM -- PLASTIC DRUM Y - YARDS 
BA - 6 MIL PLASTIC M’-- CUBIC 

METER 
1 I,L~ctere\oAci( TONNAGE BAGSlWRAP 

T --TRUCK Y3 -- CUBIC 
0 -_ OTHER YARDS 

0 -OTHER 

I c t 2  

NAME 

PERMIT#SNL 75-0219 
MIDDLE POINT LANDFILL 

750 E. JEFFERSON PIKE (37130) 
>% reby certify that Ih-e I has been accepted and to the best of 

r n y h y l e d g e  the foregoing E. fyJnd accurale 

DISPOSAL INSTRUCTIONS 

SECTION IX GENERATOR CERTIFICATION SECTION X OPERATOR CERTIFICATION (ASBESTOS} 

I hereby certily that Ihe above named malerial is not a hazardous waste as defined by 40 
CFR Pad267 or any applicable slate law. has been properly described. classified and pack- 
aged. and is in proper condilion for transportalion according to applicable regulations: AND. if 
Ihe waste is a trealmenl residue ola previously restricted hazardous waste subject tothe Land 
Disposal Reslridions. I certify and warrantlhallhewaste has been lreated in accordance wilh 
the requiremenls of 40 CFR Part 268 and is no longer a hazardous wasle as defined by 40 
CFR Part 261 

I hereby declare that Ihe conlents 01 this consignmenl are fully and accurately described 
above by propershipping name and are classliied packed. marked and labeled, and are in all 
respeck in propercondilion for lransport by highway according lo applicable intemalional and 
government regulalions. 

P r i n n y p e  Name 8 Title Sh ipmenl  D a l e  

NAMEOFCO .<,,,A +,-t.t Frc h j k  NAME OF CO 
ADDRESS k )  $7 mu 7i\) 

4 DRIVER C h G r / , . ’ ~ ’  19‘1 e 0. I? 
PrinVrype N a m e h e  PrinVType NarneKille 

TRUCK NO PHONE NO 
Acknowledgement of receipt of materials 

A 

1 (Landfill use only) 



i 

STRAIGHT BILL OFLADtNG SHORT FORM NOT NEGOTIABLE 

Shipper No: 0926425001 CARRIER: R&R Trucking 

Remarks: 

Total Shipment weight = I8039.f kgs} {<7686.0 Lbs.) 
Mote 1: See attachment for isotopes and activity per package. 

The =mer shall not make delivev of this 
shiprnentwnnoutpayment offraghi and i 

Olherlawful chargu. 

WA 
S;+tJe,Urh+X 

NOTE: value. Where shipperrarerequired m! rate is dependent to *le On 

a p c i f i d l y  m mmng the agreed or dedared 
mlueofiheproperty. 

The agreed ordedared mlue otthe porn 
is hereby spedfiallystated by the shipprto 

be not erceedm: 

Exclusive U s e  Shipment - Instructions included. 

Additional information: 
in case o f  an emergency, call IMPAC+ Services, Inc. at (865) 576-8724. 

In case of an emergency, contact Anne Weaver at 865-482-8670. 

Total Activity in  MBq = 2.878Ec03 I WA I 

IFTHLS 81U OFL4DING U S E  HAZARDOUS MATERIALS-NOlEPSFOLLOWS: 

Emergency Response No.: 865 576-8724 
l l i s i s t o  certjfytharLheabove namedmaterialsareproperlyd~cd,desnibed,packaged. rnarked,and 
lawed. and are in popw m n d l h  lortramportab'on acmfding tothe apphmble rqulab'ons ofthe US. 
Department OfTramportaiion 

Class A Unstable 



UNIFORM LOW-LEVEL RADIOACTNE WASTE MANlFEST 
ISGTOPES REPORT 

For Manifest X 
092642-0001 

Totaf Activity in MBa 2.878€+03 



BECHTEL JACOBS COMPANY, LLC 
NSTRUCTIONS REGARDING CONTROLS FOR RADI0.4Cl?VE SHIPMENTS 

CONSIGNED AS EXCLUSIVE USE (SOLE USE OR FULL LOAD) 

These written instructions are provided to &e carrier named on the shipping papers for the above referenced shipment and are 
to be maintained with said shipping papers. It is the carrier’s responsibiiity to ensure that these instructions are conveyed ro irs 
driver(s) and administrative personnel, as appropriate, for the duration of the movement to h a 1  destination. 

1. Maintain exclusive use of this vehicle for the duration of the movement. No other &eight is to be loaded 
with this shipment except as directed by the consignor. 

2. All loading or unloading of freight in this shipment shall only be done, or as directed, by the consignor or 
consignee. 

3.  The carrier is to move this shipment without delay, but in accordance with the legal statutes of transit 
jurisdictions. 

4. Stops enroute are to be minimized to the extent practical and limited to accepted safe haven areas. Bechtel 
Jacobs Company must approve stops in excess of ninety-six hours. 

e 

I. 

2. 

-- 

3. 

4. 

5. The canier is to take positive steps enroute and during necessary stops to segregate this shipment from other 
freight, buiidings, and persomei, so as TO minimize potenriai exposures. 

The canier is to make periodic inspection of equipment, load, and placarding at appropriate intervals 
enroute to ensure maintenance of shipment safety controls. 

To the maximum extent practical, the carrier, when movement is by &&way, i s  to use interstate or limited 
access divided hi&ways and avoid high density urban areas, especially w k i e  circii ikzii i id iiiteiskiie 
hi&ways are available to allow avoidance of travel through the highest populated portion of an urban area. 

6. 

7.  

SPECIAL HANDLING INSTRUCTIONS 

Ifprovided, by highway, the carrier’s driver(s) is to maintain visual contact with escort(s) and obey all traffic si_=. 

Radiation surveys enroute wilI be made only with acceptable monitoring devices and the consignor or consignee will be 
notified that such monitoring has been done and by whom. Radiation surveys taken at destination by authorized personnel 
of  the consignee will be provided to the carrier on request or the carrier wiI1 be notified if there are contamination levels 
that would warrant taking the conveyance out of service. 

Each motor vehicle used for transporting Radioactive Materials under Exclusive Use conditions in accordance with 
173.427 shall be surveyed with radiation detection instruments after each use. The carrier should ensure the vehicle has 
met the Department of Traiisportation Return to Service Lb-nits as required by 49 CFR 173.443(c) and 49 CFR 
177.843(a). 

The carrier is to take the appropriate emergency response actions should an accident or spillage occur enroute. The 
c a ~ j e r  will make notification as indicated on accompanying shipping papers in the event of a delay, accident, or other 
emergency enroute. 





ORM 540 Envlrocare O f  Utah. InC. 

UNIFORM LOW-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE 
WASTE MANIFEST 

SHIPPING PAPER 

SHIPMENTID. NUMBER 8. MANIFEST NUMBER 5. SHIPPER-NhMEANOFhCILW 

~ g ~ ~ - o 2 - 0 0 0 ~  7. FORM 41QANDSIOA PAGE 1 OF 2 PAGE(S) (u%ewwmaua .o  S ~ . l O n  
IMPAC+ Services, Inc. 
P.O. Box 4849 FORM541 ANO54th PAGE 1 of 4 PAGEM P'l0.1 
Oak Ridge, TN 37831 COLLECTOR FORM 642 &ND 542A NA 1 PhGE(S) w26-02-0001 

PROCESSOR AODITION4L INFORMATION NA X PhGElS) 

SHIPMENT NUMBER GENERATORMPE 9. CONSIGNEE. Nams sndFmMhl M d n i s  CONTACT USERPERMIT NUMBER - 
0406002911 0926-02-0001 EMERGENCY TELEPHONE NUMBER (Indude A m  c&) 

865.574-3282 CONTACT 

IGANI2.WON Anne WeaverNlsionary Solutions 

IMPAC+ Sewices, Inc. 
6. CARRIRER- Nms sndMdrcrr 

IsTH~SAN'D(CLUSMUSE'SHIPMENT? 3. TOTALNUMBEROF R&R Trucking 
PhCmGES IDENTIFIED P.O. Box 5-45 

Shippine and Raceivlnp 

TELEPHONE NUMBER ( m L i l d i P m  Cad4 

X (Specify) G Envlrocare of Utah, Inc. 
Clive Disposal Site TELEPHONE NUMBER 

Interstate 80, Exit 49 1-435-884-0155 
CIIve, UT 84029 

(1"c l "hhCodo)  

865-482-8670 

mE: EPhI.D.NUMBER SGFNRE - m m ' z d - ~ m . ~ c k w d d g ~  -,# 

MOR000501973 

Totals 192 C u F t  
1.60Ei.03 4.33Et01 

1,975 kg 



i 

UNlFORM LOW-LWEL RADIOACTIVE 
WASTE MANIFEST 

8 MANIFEST NUMBER 

0926-02-0001 

11. u,s, DEPARTMENT OFTWSPORTATION DESCRIPTION 12. 

(Including pmpsr shipping name. hazard class. UN ID number, DOT -EL ' 

'RADIOACTIVF 
and anyaddlonal inlomation 

Radioactive material. Low Specific Activity, 
"NA" 

(LSA-I), 7, UN2912, fissile-excepted 

18. TOTAL WEIGHT 19. IDEKllFlCATlON 17. 
NUMBER OF 
PACK,AGE 

16. 
13. 14. 15. 

OR VOLUME ' ' TOTAL PACKAGE ACTNITY LWSCO 
PHYSICAL AND 1NDlVlDUAL 

CHEMICAL FORM RADIONUCLIDES 
mCi CLASS (use ai  nale unirl 

LSA-I 96 

-SPORT 
INDEX 

MBq 
'2.14 c5.137 H-3 1-129 

"NA" 
Sdid Ra.226 9.90 Tc-99 825E+02 2.23El.01 1073 

Metal 

I I 564.0 
Totals 2.88Et03 7.78E+01 I 1 8.039 

I P M S 4 M  

"NA" 
Radioactive material, Low Specific Activity, Solid 

"NA" 

(LSA-I). 7, UN2912, fisslieexcepted 
Metal 

"NA" "NA- 
Solid 

Oxides( DAW) 

DOT - Non Regulated DAW 

"NA" 'NA' 
Radioactive material, Low Specific Activity , So l i d  

Oxides( DAW) 
(LSA-II), 7, UN332f, fissil-xcepted 

Of-3004089 

200-00064 

Cu F t  

200-00065 

iSA-I 
cs-137 Am-241 Fe.55 C0.60 

Ni43 Sr-90 Ce-144 Hf-172 1.16Et02 3.14E+OO 2828 

PU.238 Pu-2331240 Pu-241 Cm-242 

Cm-243 Zn-65 
c5.137 Am.241 Fe-55 c o b 0  90 

"NA" 
NI-63 Sr-90 Ce.144 Hf-17Z 1.45EcOO 3.91E.02 1435 

Pu-238 Pu.2391240 Pu-24i Cm-242 

Cm-243 Zn-65 

Am-Z4.l C.14 Co.60 cs-137 

LSA-I1 1 :7 

Fe.55 H-3 Ni-63 pu-24' 3.348+02 9.03Et00 
Tc.99 cs-134 

Subtotal 1.28E109 3.45EtO1 3TZ.O 

q-- 200-000100 

Cu F t  



c 

I 3.271+04 I 6.668+02 I 2.35Et01 I Total 
Note 3. SelldMcatiOn and Strblhatlon Media Coder. (ChoOSC Up to 

three which predominate by volume.] Fdr medlr meehnp dlzpOSd S l k  

struclvrai Stablltly requirements. t h e  numerics1 soda muR De followed 
by "5" and the msdla vl)ndorsnd brand name must also bs idcntlflcd 
In Item 33. Code 100=NONE REOViREO 

Solidlliclitlon 
90. Cement 
91. conuete 99. Mher. Oernibe 
(encaprulabon) m Hem 73, or 
92 Bmrmen a m n s l  D a w  

94. Voyi Ester Srymne 

e. F I D ~ ~ I ~ ~ S  ~ a n k  or mer I IHuaidour or additional ~ a o e  I 
. .  

93. Vlnyi Chloride iW Nons reaulred 

i 

UNIFORM LOW-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE 
WASTE MANIFEST 

CONTAINER AND WASTE DESCRIPTION 
A c t  Services. Inc. f 

I ALL N 
~ d f l t ~ ~ n d  NudsaiRegulatoqCommisrlon (NRC) Requlremsnkfor ConW Transieraod MEq I 2.8 

DlsPOsal of RadiOaCtlVe Warle mci I 7.7 

ON - 
- 
SURFACE 

MDkTION 

LEVEL 

m m m r  

- 
0.0050 

0.5noo 

- 
- 

WASTE 

AND 

2ONTAINEF 

WEIGHT 

(100) 

- 
992 

1.09 

WASTE OESCRIF'TION FOR EACH WASTE TYPE IN CONTAINER SPOSAL CON1 

2 
APPROXIMATE 

WASTE 

VOLUME(S) IN 

CONTAINER 

h.!X 
In31 

0 

SURFACE CONTAMINATION 

htBOllOOcm~ 

I 

WASTE 

DESCRIPTOR 

(See Nols 2 

&Nola 2A) 

I 

SOLIDIFICATION 

OR STABIUTION 

MEOR 

(See Note 3) 

CHEMICAL 

CHEMICAL 

FORM 

CHELATiNG 

AGENT 

CONTAINER 

DESCRIPTDI 

01-900-DO86 

SWC E-05060 

)O cm2 

BETA I GAMMA 

COIffAINER TOTAL: OR CONTAINER TOTALACTIVIR 

AND RADIONUCLIOE PERCEM 

Subtoial 3.ZiE.04 6.$65+62 2.36EWi 

SNM 0.000Et00 I --______ 
-____I_ 

dl 

ALPHA 

c1.20E-0: 

<2.00E+D 

6 0 0 E - 0 3  

<1.00E+02 

2.72 

96 

O x i d e s  

None 

100 40 H 

I 

2.72 

96.0 

2.72 

96.0 

I 

L Wasle Dsssriplor Codcr. 
le UI: specinc wash 
miptionr 

1es1. 

loose all appllcabla 

G Dewaterod 
H Soiid 
I Canburllble 
J NommbuNbls 
K Alr FllValsn FUlers 
L Asbestos 

Note 7 A  Bulk Packaglnp 
Description Coder 
(Choose one code as may 
M applicable]. 
A Gondolp 
B Inlemdal 
C Enddump 
0 Rdi-dl 

E Seavan 

(Choose up to three which predominate by volume] 

120, Chams1 29. Demolibn Rubble 
21. klClneratOl 30. CahonloMxchonge MedAa SiudgsslConcentraler 
2 2  so11 31. Anion Ion-exchange Media 39. CmpadlDleTrash 
23. Gas 32. Muod Bed Ionsxchange Media 40. Nmmmpactlble Tmh 
24. 011 33. ConiaMoaied ~ q ~ p m n t  41. mhal Carws 
25. A ~ U B O Y ~  Uqvld 34. Orgsnc.LQuid(exsepl oil) 42 BiologiCal Maierial(cxccpl 
26. Flier Mede 35. Glasrviaie a Lahmre lama1 carwsr) 
27. Mechanical mer 38. Sealed SoUIcelDeviCe 43. Adlvated Malertal 

26. EPA or State 1 37. PalnlorPlaUng 59. ofher. oercobe lnum 11, 



UNIFORM LOW LEVEL RADIOACTIVE 
WASTE MANIFEST 

2. MANIFEST NUMBER 

0926-026001 

c2.00E+01 cl.OOE+Oll 

<2.00E+01 C1.00E+02 

CONTAINER AND WASTE DESCF 

RIPTION 

- 
SURFACE 

RAOlATlOh 

L M L  

mSvnir 
rnremlhr 

- 
0.0200 

2.0000 

- 

- 

0.0050 

0.5000 

DISPOSE - WASTE DESCRIPTION FOR EACH WASTE.NPE IN MNTNNER NTAINER Of 

L 
WASTE 

AND 

CONTAlNEf 

WEIGHT 

AIL 
(IO") 

sa4 

1.08 

1073 

1.18 

VOLUM 

AGL 
a 

SOLIDIFICATION I CHEMICAL D WASTE APPROXIMA1 

DESCRIPTOR WASTE 

VOLUME(S1 I1 

CONTAINER 

(See Note 2 

& Note 2A 

CONTAINER 

IESCRIPTIO 

See Note i I 

Note 1Al 

CONTNNER 

IOENTlFlCATlON 

NUMBER 

UJAH DISPOSAL 

PERMIJ NUMBER 
a406MZ911 

01-300-0299 

CHEMICAL 

~ FORM 

CHELATING 

AGENT 

OR STABlLlZATlO 

MEDIA 

(See Note 3) 

100 

100 

2 2.72 

96 

Oxides 

None 

Oxides 

None 

SWC E-05060 

01-900-0089 

SWC E-05060 

2 2.72 

96 

i 

T 
! 192.00 

I 5'44 

4 
ibtotal 5.44 

192.00 

2056.36 

2.26 Shipment Totals 

RM 541A 
Totals 



i 

UNIFORM LOW LEVEL RADIOACTIVE 
WASTE MANIFEST 

i 

2 MANIFEST NUMBER 

OB26-02-0001 

CONTAINER AND WASTE DESCF 

200-00064 

LO5435 

200-00065 . 2 

----I-- 

Shlpment Tofals 

VOLUME 

LEX 

2.55 

90 

- 
2.55 

90 

5.10 

160.00 

WASTE 

AN0 

:ONTAINEI 

WEIGHT 

A - 
2828 

3.11 

4263.64 

4.69 

RIPTION 

SURFACE I SURFACECONTAMINATION 

RAWTION MbllOocm2 

s?E?--- 

BETAIGAMW 

c6.00E-03 

<I.OOEtOZ 

<6.00E-03 

<I.OOE+02 

I 3. P4GE 1 OF 4 PAGEW rlON (CONTINUATION) 

WASTE 0ESCP.lPTlONFOR E4CH WASTE TYPE IN CONTAINER 

11. 12. (3. 14. 115 

J 13.25 I 



UNIFORM LOW LEVEL RADIOACTIVE 
WASTE MANIFEST 

CONTAINER AND WASTE DESCRJPTJON (CONTJNUATJON) 

NUMBER 

MDBCU2971. 

200-000100 

R-73024-E07 

2. MNIFEST NUMBER 

0826-02.0001 

3 PAGE 4 OF 4 PAGEIS! 

nisPosAi CONTRJNER 

VOLUME WASTI 

CONTAIN 

2.72 727 

96 0.80 

T 
T 

SURFACE I SURFACE CONTAMINATION I WASTE I A P P Z T F  I SOLlDlFlCATlO 

OR STABILIZATII DESCRIPTOR RADlkTlON j.4MBa1100 C r q  

LEVEL 

m r e h  - - 
0.0120 

1.2ow 

dpmI100 m G  VOLUME(S] IN MEDIA 

CONTAINER 

ALPHA BETAIGAMMA &x (SesNoleZ 

&Note ZA) (113) (See Note 3) 

<1.20E-03 <6.OOE-03 39 H 2.72 1 a0 

<2.00E+01 c1.00E+02 96.0 

WASTE DESCRIPTIONFOR EACH WASTE lYPE IN CONTAINER 

CHEMICALC 

CHEMICAL 

FORM 
CHElATlNG 

AGENT 

Oxides 

None 

INOIWUAL RADIONUCLIDES AND AcnViTf (MSq) AND 

CONlAlNER TOTAL: OR CONMNER TOTAL A C T I W  

AND RWIONUCLIDE PERCENT 

I I I I I I I 
I I I I 



APPROMO BY DMB N035M185 
EXPIRES 0~10n007 

2 MANIFEST NUMBER 
t. WASTE COLLECTOWPROCESSOR 

NRC FORM 542 U S .  NUCLEAR REGUMTROY COMMISSION 

(SHIPPER USE ONLY (NAME lMPAC+ Sewlces. Inc. 

UNIFORM LOW-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANIFEST 
INDEX AND REGIONAL COMPACT TABULATION 

MANiFEST 

urt o,jglnal "PROCESSED WASTE" generators (It any] hafore "COLLECTED 
WASTE" genemto!z. 

4. 15. 16. I 7. 

P.O. Box 4849 Oak Rldgc. TN 37831 0926-02-0001 
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER 

R-73024-EO7 3. 

PAGE 1 OF 1 PAGE(S) 
SHlPPlNG DATE 

8. 9: 110. 11. A5 PROCESSED I COLLECTED TOTAL 
- 6 k 3 / 6  

GENERATOR lDENnFICATloN 
NUMBER 

swc E05060 

01-9009086 

SWC E 9 5 0 6 0  

01-900-0293 

SWC E-05060 

01.9004089 

E. SNM C. ACTNITY 0. VOLUME 
GENEFATOR NAME. PERMIT PREPROCESSED WASTE MANIFEST NUMBWS) 

NUMBER (IF APPLICABLE), AND GENERATOR A o e R E ~ ~  (OR MATERIAL VOLUME) UNDER WHICH WASTE (OR ~~~~& ORIGINATING COMPACT A SOURCE MATERN 
MATERIAL) RECEIVEDAND c =  COLLECTED REGION OR STATE 

DATE OF RECEIPT 
TELEPHONE NUMBER 

im31 in31 (i;g) (1'4 (0) (ME4 (mci) (m3) (113) 

Southwestem Low-Level I ICN Biomedicais I 
iCN Biomedicais 2727 Campus Drive 12.69 ! 448.0 RSR4294 "F'" Radioactive Waste o i o  0.00 8.68EC02 1 2.35E+01 2.72 1 96.00 

Iwine, CA 92612 ! Commission' j I 
ICN Biomedicais ! Suuthweslern Low-Level i i 

i Southwestem Low-Level 

Iwine. CA 92612 

ICN Biomedicals I 

36.00 

2'72 I 12.69 1 448.0 RSR4294 "P" Radioactive Waste 0.00 7.338+02 I 1:98E+01 o i o  

o i o  ! 

Commission* j I 
ICN Blomedicals 2727 Campus Drive 

ICN Blomedicals 2727 Campus Drive 12.69 1 448.0 RSR4294 "P" Radioactive Waste 0.00 B.ZSE+OP ~.Z~E+OI 2.72 96.00 

irvine, CA 92612 I Commission. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ~  
Trace Radiochemicals, Inc. ! 

20090064 Denton. TX 76205 I 

LO5435 Trace Radiochemical 2101 Shady Oaks Drive 6.37 i 225.0 TRACE051204 

I 
i Trace Radiochemicals, Inc. 

LO5435 Trace Radiochemical 2101 Shady Oaks Drive 6.37 i 225.0 TRACE051204 

Texas I 

"P" 0 1 0  7--- 1.16E+02 3.14EM0 2.55 90.00 ' 

i 
! Texas 

Southeast Compact 

I "P" 1 2W90065 /Denton, TX 76205 i 
lMPAC+ Services ! 

R-73024-EO7 IMPACt Services. inc. ETTP, Bldg, K.1220, Hwy 58 1 2.72 1 96.0 NA ' 1 "c" TN 

2004D0100 865-806-6693 Oak Ridge. TN 37630 
I 

I 

i 
! 

! 
! 
I 

j 

I 
i 

TOTALS OF ALL PAGES (NRC FORMS 542 AND 542A) 

vIRCPORM Y Z  (620%) 

0 j 0 j 0.00 1.45E+00 3.9lE-02 2.55 90.00 

I 
I 
I 

3.341+02 9.03E+00 1 2.72 1 96.00 o i o  a.w 
i 

i 1 ! 
i 
i ! I 

i ! ! 

j I ! 

! 
! 

! 

I 

! I 

j j 

j ! ! 
i 

2.68E+03 7.78€+01 16.0 ! 564.0 a.0 ! 0.0 0.00 
I ! ! 



-r(*a = ENVIRBCAWE 

Special N d e a r  Materid Exemption CertEcatisn 
EC-0230-SM, Revision 2 

Uranium Weight Percent Weight Percent 
Enrichment of Chemicals of MateriaJs 

-4 Percent in Condition 2c in Condition 2d 

'10% 520% 51% 
UnLimited 520  % 5 1 %  
Unlimited Sum of both 5 45 % of waste by we@ 
Unlimited Unlimited Unlimited 

The Special Nuclear Material Exemption Certifcation form must be completed and signed by each generator 
cerhfylng to the faIowhg conditions. Please attach th is  form and all required information to the Radioactive Waste 
Profle Record @C-0233). A completed and signed copy of this form Iilust also accompany each waste 
manifest 

U-235 Measurement 
Concentration Uncertainty" 

(PCW @ C W  
5 1,900 5 285 
51,190 I 1 7 9  

I 6 8 0  I102 
5 26 5 10 

Waste Stream D: 02 Manifest No. 0926-02-0001 

a Not Applicable - Enriched U-235 is not present in the waste. 

2. Certify to the foIlowing requirements by checking each box: 

@ a Concentrations of SNM in individual waste containers do not exceed the appiicable values listed in the 
above table and SNM isotope concentrations listed in Table 1. 

b. The SNM is homogeneousIy distributed throughoxt the waste the SNM concentrations in any 
contiguous mass of 600 k i I o p m  (1,323 lbs) do not exceed on average the specified Iimits. (Based on 
process knowIedge or testing). 

c. Except as dowed by Condition 1, the waste does not contain "pure forms" of  chemicals contahhg 
carbon, fluorine, magnesium, or bismuth in bulk quantities (e.g., a pallet of drums, a B-25 box). By 
"pure forms," it is meant that mixtures of the above elements such as magnesium oxide, magnesium 
carbonate, magnesium fluoride, bismuth oxide, etc. do not contain other elements. (Based on process 
knowledge or testing). 

d. Except as allowed by Condition 1, the waste does not contain total quantities of beryllium, 
hydrogenous material enriched in deuterium, or graphite above one percent of the total weight o f  the 
waste. Pased on process knowledge, physical observations, or testing). 

e. Waste packages do not contain highly soluble f o m  of uranium geater than 350 gams of uranium- 
235 or 200 grams of ura&m-233. Lfthe waste contains mixtures of U-233 and U-235, the waste 
meets the sum of the fractions rule. Highly soluble forms of uranium include, but are not limited to: 
uranium sulfate, uranyl acetate, uranyl chloride, uranyl formate, uranyl fluoride, urany1 nitrate, uranyl 
potassium carbonate, and uranyl sulfate. (Based on process knowledge or testing). 

f. For containers of liquid waste with more than 600 kilograms of waste, the total activity (pCi) of SNM 
in the manifested container does not exceed the SNM concentration in the above table or Table 1 times 
402 l d o g m s  of w&e (baed CE p c e s s  h9.."pdge or testig). For exmple, the madnum activity 
of PU-239 in any manifested container of liquid waste is 6.0 mCi (6.0E+09 pCi) as shown below: 

[XI 

0 

9 lO,OOO$ x 600,OOOg = 6.0X10 pCi = 6.0mCi Pu-  239 

I 

Page 1 of 2 



Maximum Measurement 
Concentration Uncertainty 

RadionucIide @ C W  (J?(xz) Radionuclide 
U-233 75,000 11,250 Pu-241 
PU-23 6 500 75 h-242 
,%-23 8 io,oeo 1,500 Pu-243 
Pu-239 lo,ooo 1,500 Pu-244 

3. hdicate tha t  the following information is attached ta the Radioactive Waste Profile Record by checking 
each box. (Note: Only the two-page Special Nuclear Material Exemption Certification form needs to be 
included with each manifest). 

a. Provide a description of how the waste was generated, list the physical forms in the waste, and identify 
the uranium chemical composition. 

b. Provide a general description of how the waste was characterized (including the volumetric extent of 
the waste, and the number, location, type, and results of any analytical testing), the range of SNM 
concentrations, and the analytical resulfs with error values used to develop the coixentration ranges. 

c. Describe the process by which the waste was generated showing that the spatial distribution of SNM 
must be uniform, or other information supporting spatial distribution. 

d Describe d e  methods to be used to determine d e  concentrations on the manifests. These methods 
cod6 include direct meamremeiit aiici d c  -ue of scaikg fzctxs. Eescribe the ?1zcefi~bty ssecizteh 
wid smpling and testiig wed to obbk %e r n d e s t  concentratiom. 

[XI 

Maximum Measurement 
Concentration Uncertainty 

@cud (PC@ 
350.000 50,000 
10,000 1,500 

500 75 
500 75 

4. Generator’s certification of compliance with the SNM exemption: I cemfy that the infomation provided on 
this form is complete, me, and correct and is based on process knowledge, physical observations, or approved 
laboratory testing. I also certify that samphg and radioIogicaI testing of waste containing SNM was performed 
in accordance with Envirocare’s Radioacthe Material License and that any supporting documentation and _ _  

d to Emhcare of Utah hc.  

Printed Name Title 

Page 2 of 2 
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